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Prophetie Violence 

Tue Marita! Metaphor And lts Impact on Female and Male Readers 

Ilse Müllner -Münster 

Pomography - this ward has become crucial in naming certain texts in the pro
phetic books of the Bible which deal with the metaphorization of Jerusa
lem/Samaria or Israel/Judah as wife and God as husband.1 This marital sym
bolism is, closely looked at, symbolism but not inevitably marital. lt pictures the 
relationship between God and bis people respectively between the husband and 
his wife in a way quite disturbing for modern readers. As Gerlinde Baumann has 
shown in her recent work on the marital symbolism in the prophets, this way of 
thinking the divine-human-relationship is deeply connected with violence. We 
even have to concede that the punishing violence enacted by the God of Israel 
is an integral part of the prophetic metaphor2. Tue texts represent violent ac
tions imposed by the »husband« on his »wife«. The wife/Israel or the non
Israelitic woman in the book of Nahum is said to behave in a sexually not ap
propriate way (nm,), thus she is to be punishcd. Tue punishment as weil as the 
misbehaviour takes place in the field of sexuality. Not only do the readers of thc 
texts form the public that witnesses the woman's humiliation, but there is a 
public in the texts themselves which has the function to witness the acts of vio
lence against the woman. 

In my statement I want to question the term pomography for the prophetic 
texts conceming two perspectives: the feminist theoretical one asking for the 
definition of pomography and the exegetical one asking for the pragmatics of 
the texts. 

1 See for instance D.T. Setel, Prophets and Pomography: Female Sexual Imagery in Hosea, in: 
L. Russe! (ed.), Feminist Interpretations of the Bible, Philadelphia 1985, 86-95; F. van Dijk
Hemmes, Tue Metaphorization ofWoman in Prophetie Speech: An Analysis ofEz 23, in: A. 
Brenner/ F. van Dijk-Hemmes, On Gendering Texts. Female and Male Voices in the He
brew Bible, BIS 1, Leiden 1993, 167-176; A. Brenner, On Jeremiah and the Poetics of (Pro
phetie?) Pomography, in: A. Brenner/F. van Dijk-Hemmes, On Gendering Texts. Female 
and Male Voices in the Hebrew Bible, BIS 1, Leiden 1993, 177-193. See also the discussion 
on »Pomoprophetics« in A. Brenner (ed.), A Feminist Companion to the Latter Prophets, 
Tue Feminist Companion to the Bible 8, Sheffield 1995. 

2 G. Baumann, Liebe und Gewalt. Die Ehe als Metapher für das Verhältnis JHWH-Israel in 
den Prophetenbüchem, SBS 185, Stuttgart 2000, 234. 
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Pornography as a sexual act 

There is a broad predominantly feminist discussion going on about what we 
should call pomography and how we should judge it. Common sense is that 
pomography is some kind of representation and that it has to do with sexuality. 
Most definitions of pomography concentrate on the represented content. Dro
rah Setel3 relying on the works of Andrea Dworkin4 has had a great influence 
on feminist biblical critics in her use of the term pomography. According to her, 
pomography includes: 

1. The representation of female sexuality as inferior and more negative than the 
male sexuality or human sexuality in general. 

2. W amen are being publicly shamed. 
3. Female sexuality is represented as controled by men. 

When confronted with the biblical texts at stake, these definitions obviously 
show the biblical texts as pomographic texts. The sexuality of warnen being 
represented as negative, the public shaming and humiliation and as a basic pre
supposition the male control over the female sexuality - all these criteria are 
fulfilled in the biblical texts. And to name these texts pomographic has been a 
very important step to help raise the consciousness of how large the problem is 
we have to deal with. Naming the prophetic texts pomographic texts has helped 
to refuse to talk about these texts as love stories. 

The term pomography itself has, when brought together with the term Bible, 
the function of a weil working metaphor: it causes a semantic shock. So I do not 
deny the importance of having used this term. But I want to question the defi
nition of pomography and therefore the use of the term as a label for the pro
phetic texts. 

The definition of pomography is widely discussed. But what is common to 
all the definitions is the concentration on the content of the representation. Tue 
discussion focusses on the represented sexual acts. These represented actions 
are analysed and judged as violent, as humiliating women and so on. There are 
questions about the producers and the consumers of pomography, but they are 
completely subordinated to the analysis of the represented content.5 With re
gard to the reader or viewer the main question (influenced by the juridic discus
sions) is whether reading or watching pomography stimulates men to comitting 
sexual violence. Under the assumption that this is actually the case, pomography 
is considered the foreground of rape; the represented act of violence is regarded 
as leading to the real act of violence. What is problematic then is the real act of 

3 Setel, Prophets. 
4 A. Dworkin, Pomography: Men Possessing Women, New York 1979. 
5 S. Kappeler, The Pomography of Representation, Oxford 1986. 
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violence. Which also means that if we cannot prove the link between pomogra
phy and rape, then pomography is no problem at all. 

I started to feel uncomfortable with this way of defining pomography which 
concentrates on the content rather then the act of consuming when I myself was 
forced to read more of Marquis de Sade, than I intended to - by Andrea 
Dworkin6. Pages after pages Dworkin quotes de Sade which brings the reader 
(that is: me) close to the border of what I can bear. I was getting angry and 
started to ask: what is the difference between Marquis de Sade and Andrea 
Dworkin quoting de Sade? How can she be so sure that what she writes pages 
after pages is not pomography, once she defines pomography only on behalf of 
the content. According to her definition both texts should be considered the 
same genre: the original and the feminist quotation have the same content. Nev
ertheless I was sure that Dworkins book is not to be called pomography. But 
why not? 

My critical reading of Dworkin has two implications so far. Tue first is an 
ethical one conceming the ethics of the critic who is forced to represent vio
lence in order to be able to criticize it. On this level we have to find ways to 
make sure the violence under critique is not reenacted by the very way of criti
cizing. But the second implication goes further. lt touches the question how to 
define pomography, it touches the question of the link between text and reality. 
I think we have to find a way in which the act of representation comes into 
sight. Than on the one hand, we have to consider the production of pomogra
phy, the economics of this industry which cannot be my topic today. But on the 
other hand we have to analyse the reading process of pomography. Pomogra
phy is said to arouse sexual excitement. This view reduces pomography to the 
materia, the book or the film or whatever and puts it into a causal connection to 
sexuality. Thus, texts can be taken out of their contexts and be judged as por
nography. I would like to suggest to define pomography as the act of representa
tion instead of the represented content. And the connection between pomogra
phy and sexuality is not causal. Hence, pomography is a form of sexuality. And 
as such it is rooted in our society and is a way of performing sexuality. Reading 
pomography is not leading to sexuality but is in itself a sexual act. lt is some sort 
of virtual sexuality, mostly violent virtual sexuality. Understood this way, por
nography is embedded in a social process of our culture which more and more 
leads to the virtualisation of sexuality. 

What I try to do is to disconnect repesentations of sexual violence and even 
violent representations of sexuality from the term pomography. In this view it 
becomes extremely difficult to use this term for historical texts. What we can say 
conceming the prophetic texts using violent sexual imagery is that the repre
sented violence has to be understood as sexual violence on the background of 

6 Dworkin, Pomography. 
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biblical and ancient Near Eastern language and imagery.7 But we cannot say that 
these texts historically were part of a certain form of sexuality that can be ana
lysed as pornography. And also in the modern context I do not think that they 
are likely tobe used in a sexual context. Nevertheless these images make a sub
stanti.al impact on the imagery of the gender-relati.onship, the images of women 
and men and last but not least the imagery of the relati.onship between God and 
his people. So I would prefer to talk about textual violence (what Cheryl Exum8 

has called ,rape by the pen') rather than pornography. 
Having focused on the reader, having defined pornography as a sexual act and 
having refused to interpret the reading act - historical as weil as modern - of 
these biblical texts as a sexual act, I have to ask a few more questi.ons about the 
pragmati.cs of these texts. So I will focus on my second questi.on. 

Wnere is the reader in the marital metaphor? 

Needless to say that there is no »the reader«, but that there is space provided by 
the text for the ficti.onal reader, which is not the real reader.9 Nevertheless real 
readers find their places in the text according to the strategies of the text, ac
cording to the space provided for the ficti.onal reader. Prophetie texts have their 
own way of involving their intended readers. Many of the propheti.c texts speak 
to them directly and they construct images representi.ng the addressees. The 
equati.on of the metaphorically represented body with the social body is some
ti.mes made explicit, very clearly in Ez 23,4: »As for their names, Oholah is Sa
maria, and Oholibah is Jerusalem«. (NRSV) 

Now who is the intended reader of the text if not people that identi.fy them
selves with these social communiti.es. Let us suppose that there are warnen and 
men listening, if not even writi.ng these texts. There are warnen and men to 
identi.fy themselves with these communiti.es and on the level of the metaphor 
with the woman who is sexually violated and publicly shamed. I think that the 
cruel impact these texts have on women's pictures of themselves is quite clear 
due to the feminist research clone on these texts so far. But humiliati.ng real 
woman-readers is not the only thing this text does. lt also has effects on men, 
which we should consider. I will concentrate on two chapters of Ezechiel, 16 
and 23. 

7 Baumann, Liebe, 233. 
8 J.C. Exum, Raped by the Pen, in: J.C. Exum, Fragmented Women. Feminist (Sub)Versions 

of Biblical Narratives, JSOT.S 163, Sheffield 1993, 170-201. 
9 W. Iser, Der implizite Leser, München 1972. 
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For the marital metaphor there are two very important sorts of difference.10 

The first line is the gender-difference. The gender difference is highly intrusive 
in these texts . lt forms the whole text and goes almost entirely along with the 
divine-human-difference. Tue human beings are identified with the metaphori
cal woman; and on the male side there are gods and idols. But in Ezechiel this 
clear parallel is broken. On the male side there are not only gods but also real 
men. There are warriors, govemors, commanders, mounted horsemen ... (Ez 
23,Sf). The metaphorical warnen Oholah and Oholibah are said to look for sex
ual contact not only with gods but also with »real« men, with Egyptians, Assyri
ans and Babylonians. Now we have on the male side: the God of Israel, gods of 
other nations (Ez 23,7.30) and not specificated idols, which the women have 
made themselves and with which they »played the harlot«. In Ez 16,17 it is ex
plicitly stated that these images are male: i:n '?;)~. That means that the male
female-line, the gender-difference, is more crucial to the metaphor than the di
vine-human-difference. On the female side we have Oholah/Samaria and 
Oholibah/Jerusalem with their male and female inhabitants. On the male side 
we see the God of Israel, idols and warriors from other countries. What the 
entities on the male side have in common is their maleness and to be not-Israel. 

N ow I come back to the pragmatics of the texts. Tue function of these texts 
is to shock the audiance.11 They have the purpose to confront the people with 
their bad faith and to lead them to change their way of acting. But the change is 
not the purpose of the Ezechiel-texts. Tue destruction is inevitable, the text 
wants its audience to understand this fact and to see their God acting in this 
historical situation.12 Tue texts force their readers to identify with personified 
communities. As Cheryl Exum puts it: »Male readers are thus placed in the sub
ject position of women and, worse, of harlotrous, defiled and sexually humili
ated women«.13 

Whereas women go with their natural gender-identification and find them
selves in a position on the level of imagery, which they are used to in their bod
ily reality, men have to change sex on the level of imagery. Formen, changing 
sex has a different effect than for women. Men are being feminized, they are 
placed in the humiliated female position. This is - again with Exum - »a rhetori
cal strategy of abusing men verbally in the worst possible way«.14 Biblical narra-

10 In Judges 19 we have a similar case with two important differences: the gender-difference 
and the difference between the strangers and the Gibeonites as the »centre«. I. Müllner, Le
thal Differences. Sexual Violence as Violence against Others in Judges 19, in: A. Brenner 
(ed.),Judges. A Feminist Companion to the Bible. Second Series, Sheffield 1999, 126-142. 

11 F. van Dijk-Hemmes, Metaphorization, 172. 
12 Baumann, Liebe, 152. 
13 J.C. Exum, The E thics of Biblical Violence against Women, in: J.W. Rogerson (ed.), The 

Bible in Ethics. The Second Sheffield Colloquium, JSOT.S 207, Sheffield 1995, 248--271, 
265. 

14 ld., 250. 
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tives in the book of Judges andin Genesis show the threat for men - in this 
case stranges to be sexually humiliated, which means a feminization and there
fore the warst possible case of humiliation. The same seems to be the case with 
these prophetic texts. Their function may be in a second step the »preservation 
of male domination through a denial or misnaming of female experience«15. But 
in the first step the male auditory is not dominating at all, male inhabitants of 
Jerusalem are forced to identify with women in order to change their behaviour. 
What the entities on the other side of the metaphor have in common is not only 
their maleness and their being not-Israel, it is also that they are the winners. 
Winner on the metaphorical level are represented by men, so that the two 
women Oholah and Oholibah and with them the male auditory as weil as the 
female are put on the side of the humiliated and shamed women. So this im
agery »must indeed be experienced as extremely humiliating by an M audiance 
forced to imagine itself as being exposed to violating enemies.«16 

Now let me turn back to the starting point, to the question of pomography. 
Heterosexual pomography is never made to put the male reader or viewer in the 
inferior female position. Feminization of men has nothing to do with sexual 
excitement for them. The purpose of the prophetic texts is not to arouse sexual 
excitement, but to shame the male audience by feminizing it. 

15 F. van Dijk-Hemmes, Metaphorization, 170. 
16 Did., 176. 


